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Teraz.tv was a Ukrainian Internet
television channel founded in May
2012. It was launched by Stanislav
Yashenko. Teraz.tv was the only
channel on the Ukrainian cable

networks where gamers could watch
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their own videos and communicate
with others from all around the

world. The channel had posted a
warning notice on its homepage

stating it would cease broadcast at
21:00 GMT on February 5, 2014. The
channel's homepage was offline as of

December 31, 2014, but Teraz.tv's
web-site and YouTube channel

remain accessible to all. Network
Teraz.tv was based in an office of the

Kyiv Stock Exchange in Kyiv,
Ukraine. Its signal was broadcast via
the Internet television standard IPTV.

Preliminary dates for the launch of
Teraz.tv, in Kiev, Ukraine, were set
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for May 29, 2012. The current Head
of Production and Programming is

Artem Ural. The channel broadcast in
13 languages: English, Ukrainian,
Russian, German, Polish, Czech,

French, Croatian, Turkish, Spanish,
Italian, Turkish and Russian. Main

Programmes Teraz.tv broadcast the
following content: Regular LIVE
shows Main shows that started

broadcasting live on September 12,
2013, the following are some of

them:
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